
Cosmetic tissue box in concrete look
Instructions No. 3077

Difficulty: Beginner

This stylish box with graphic elements in a concrete look has a simple design. The semi-circles are bang on trend and create
an exciting 3D effect. In combination with the concrete-look edding spray, this box for cosmetics or handkerchiefs is a
functional designer piece. With this box, handkerchiefs can be transformed into a decorative element in no time at all.

Make a stencil out of paper. For these instructions, a circle with a diameter of 5 cm was used and then divided in the centre.
Trace the outline of the semi-circle onto the foam rubber with a pencil and cut out all the semi-circles as precisely as possible
using scissors. 
Cover one side of the semicircles with double-sided adhesive tape. Remove the protective layer from the adhesive tape and
place your shapes on the tissue box. Tip: Use a ruler and pencil to draw fine guide lines on the undecorated products. This
will ensure that you stick all the foam rubber parts on straight. 

Now the edding permanent spray in concrete look comes into play. Before using it for the first time, remove the red safety
ring and shake the spray for 3 minutes. You can then spray it evenly onto your foam rubber-covered element. Spray evenly in
a criss-cross pattern and at a distance of approx. 25 cm from the object and allow the tissue box to dry sufficiently. Then fill
the tissue box with tissues and enjoy your new decorative element in a trendy concrete look.

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/newsletter/


Must Have

edding 5200 "Permanent spray", concrete effect

10,25 €
11,39 €

 Item
details

Quantity:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/edding-5200-permanent-spray-concrete-effect-a346300/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

667128 VBS Cosmetic tissue box "Square", with round opening 1

24095 edding 5200 "Permanent spray", concrete effect 1

442596-02 Foam rubber "Extra large", 3 mmWhite 1

521536 VBS Double sided adhesive tape, 8 mm, 25 m 1

852357 Graphite Pencils, set of 4 1

70288103 Grey board 40 x 50 cm, 2.0 mm thick 1

130134 VBS Universal ruler 1

1
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